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Thank you!

Hello and thank you for trying CleanMyPC - the comprehensive 
maintenance solution for your computer. 

This guide will help you get started with CleanMyPC and understand its 
features.

Installation

To install CleanMyPC on your Windows computer please launch the 
installation bundle you have downloaded and follow the on-screen 
instructions. The installation process is simple and in no way different from 
those you are used to.

Running for the first time

After the install you can double-click the desktop icon or launch CleanMyPC  
from the “Start” menu. Click “Letʼs get started” on the welcome screen to 
see the dashboard.
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Dashboard
Since you havenʼt scanned or cleaned your computer yet CleanMyPC will offer you 
to start the first Scan. During the scan your computerʼs C: drive will be scanned to 
find files which are not needed, yet occupy precious space. This process is 
absolutely safe and no files will be changed or removed during the scan.
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Scanning
As mentioned before, during the scan CleanMyPC analyzes your hard drive to find 
files which might be safely removed. They are split into four categories you can 
find on the left - “Caches & Logs”, “Help Files”, “Extra Languages” and “Trash & 
Junk”. Letʼs walk through them to explain what exactly is found.

Caches & Logs

While Windows and applications are running on your computer they sometimes 
store chunks of “prepared” data on the hard drive to expedite load. Those 
chunks are called “Cache files”. However, sometimes these applications do not 
remove the files and while some apps come with the built-in “cache control 
mechanisms” majority of those (including the Windows itself) sometimes leave 
significant amount of data sitting unneeded on your hard drive. CleanMyPC can 
identify those files and let you know which of those are safe to delete. 
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Log files contain activity by Windows and applications and are usually used for 
information purposes. Removing them will not influence any functions of your 
applications but might recover you hard drive space.

Help Files

Most applications (as well as Windows itself) come with the help files which 
contain information about program functions and workflow. You can safely 
remove help files for applications you are already using and know how to use. 
CleanMyPC allows you to selectively remove help files - by clicking “Help Files” 
section of the sidebar you will be able to check only those you want removed. 

Extra Languages

Some applications also come with built-in language translations (for example 
Spanish, Russian or German). This only influences interface translations - you 
can still type text in any language within the app. Since you only want your 
application in one language you can safely remove the rest - gaining free space. 
CleanMyPC will scan your computer and find applications which have multiple 
language translations, offering you to remove extras.

If needed, you can only check those application translations you want cleaned. 

Trash and Junk

In this section CleanMyPC scans for various files you canʼt usually access on 
your own but still can remove. These are:

• “restore points” (backup files created by Windows - latest restore point will not 
be removed by CleanMyPC to ensure you can always recover your system).

• “Recycle Bin” folders located on all your hard drives
• “Crash reports” - files created by applications and Windows when something 

crashes, application quits or a critical error occurs. Usually these files are 
submitted to the developers immediately after they are saved and remain on 
your hard drive for diagnostic purposes

• Different application backups
• Windows “sample” files - sample sounds, images and etc.
• Windows hibernation file (it is unchecked by default and you are safe to delete 

it if you donʼt use hibernation option). 
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After the scan
After scanning is complete you will see the amount of space you can recover if 
CleanMyPC removes all items found.

Before you clean for the first time we advice you to check what exactly was found 
by CleanMyPC - by clicking the menu items on the left. For each section you will 
see the list of items found and will be able to uncheck those you donʼt want 
removed.

You can also refresh the current section items or clean them by clicking the 
corresponding buttons in the bottom.  To clean all the items found in all sections 
please click “My Computer” section on top to get back to the dashboard.
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Cleaning
After you click the “Clean” button CleanMyPC will remove all items found during 
the scan. Depending on the size of your hard drive and amount of items to be 
removed this might take some time but usually the clean is finished within a few 
minutes.

Donʼt forget to Tweet your results after the clean to let others know! :)
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Additional Utilities
In addition to cleaning and scanning features CleanMyPC comes with the set of 
built-in utilities which are aimed to help you keep your computer right, fast, clean 
and working like new.

Secure Erase

When you simply remove files to and from Recycle Bin they can still be 
brought back by third party data recovery software. Yet sometimes you 
need to remove files for good - and this is where CleanMyPCʼs “Secure 
Erase” will help you. Files and folders removed with “Secure Erase” cannot 
be recovered. This is achieved by rewriting files with zeroes (“zero-out”) 
multiple times before permanently removing them from your hard drive.
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Complete Uninstall

Most applications you have on your computer come with the factory 
uninstaller which removes the application from your system when you 
decide to stop using it. However, some files (like application preferences, 
caches, data etc) are not usually deleted along with the app and clutter your 
system occupying disk space and slowing down your computer. 
CleanMyPCʼs “Complete Uninstall” feature will help you to remove 
applications completely. To do so you need to follow the on-screen 
instructions to launch the factory uninstaller and after it does its job 
CleanMyPC will pick it up and proceed with removing unneeded leftovers. 
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Registry Maintenance

The Windows registry is a database that stores configuration settings and 
options for the Windows itself and all installed applications. Since registry is 
read and written by all the installed applications at the same time, as well as 
malware and spyware programs registry sometimes becomes cluttered or 
partially corrupted. This cannot be fixed manually (unless you have deep 
technical knowledge and experience) and we advice to let CleanMyPCʼs 
registry maintenance utility to take care of your registry. 

To scan your computerʼs registry for issues click “New Registry Scan” and 
wait for the scan to finish. CleanMyPC will find erroneous entries and offer 
you to fix them all or those you choose. 

CleanMyPC will never change or remove entries which might influence your computerʼs 
operations or functionality - only “safe” changes will be made to ensure normal operations.
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Autorun

While launching applications automatically with Windows is convenient 
some applications might do that without your knowledge and you might 
want to prevent them from automatically running. Removing applications 
from autorun manually is usually not convenient and sometimes beyond 
your control - Windows stores autorun data in a few places and location 
specific application might be tricky.

CleanMyPC collects all applications which start with Windows into one 
simple interface - simply hover any application and click “Disable” button to 
prevent it from starting with Windows. You can reenable it again in the same 
manner.

After you disable an application it will be removed from the autorun preferences but will stay 
in the list allowing you to reenable it from within CleanMyPC. This list is not accessible from any 
other software.
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Gadgets & Extensions Manager

Windows (and some applications) install different Gadgets and Extensions 
into your system. While some applications provide you with the removal 
options sometimes you donʼt have an option to remove those you donʼt 
need (which is especially valid for default Windows gadgets and 
extensions).

CleanMyPC lists all the extensions you can remove and allows you to 
remove all at once or check only those you want deleted. This cannot be 
undone so please make sure you donʼt remove gadgets or extensions you 
might need in future.
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Recycle bin monitor

Automatic trash monitor will let you know when there is a significant amount 
of data in your recycle bin. You can set alert level in “Settings” by moving 
the slider to the desired number.
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External drives monitor

Similar to the Recycle Bin monitor external drives you connect will be 
scanned to find trash folders and various system junk. No sensitive data will 
ever be removed. 
You can enable and disable the monitor in settings.
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Help and Support

If you still have any questions about using CleanMyPC donʼt hesitate to email 24/7 
support via cleanmypc@macpaw.com or give as a call to 1 (877 5) MACPAW

Thank you,
MacPaw team

MacPaw is a registered trademark of MacPaw Inc. in US and other countries.
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